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Abstract 
Given an internal, finitely additive measu:r.e \l on the 
nonstandard version *X of a set X , we give a method for 
pushing the Loeb-measure L( 1.1) down to a measure on X , 
using Boolean a--homomorphisms. The results are applied 
to problems concerning measure extensions and vleak compact·-
ness. 
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1. Introduction 
In a variety of measure constructions the Loeb~measure of 
nonstandard analysis ([11]) has proved to be a useful tool on both 
the in·tuitive and the technical level. A typical application may 
look something like this: Consider a net { lla} aCE and a notion of 
convergence; ·~ a limit measure can then often be obtained from the 
Loeb-measure L(~~) of an infinite element in 1• ( { ll } '"I) . Ho~1ever, 
a a..: 
there is a difficulty to surpass; L(~~) is usually defined on the 
wrong space - e, g. on :'<X instead of X - and a method must be found 
for pushing the measure do1·m to the appropriate space. When ctealin~ 
with Borel-measures the standard part map of the defining topology 
has been used for this purpose in a number of applications (see e.g. 
Anderson [ 1), [ 2], Anderson and Rashid [ 3], Loeb 1 2] , Helms and 
Loeb [4], Henson [6), and Lindstr\!)m (9]), but to my knowledge no 
method has yet been suggested :for more general situations. The aim 
of this paper is to describe one such method and illustrating its 
use by giving applications to measure extension and 1-1eak convergence, 
- a comparison with measures constructed by the standard part metho<;l 
is also given. 
We shall work with polysaturated models :fol' nonstandard analysis 
(see Stroyan and Luxemburg [16]), and we assume that all standard 
sets we co1ne across are contained in our superstructure. For an 
introduction to nonstandard measure and probability theory, see 
Loeb [13]. 
Many of the ideas and methods used in this paper are closely 
related to those of Topsoe [17], and I am grateful to Professor 
Erik Alfsen for showing !fie Topsoe's work. 
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2. Internal representations 
The main idea is to establish a correspondencG between the 
o-·algebl'a on the nonstandard space and the o-algebra on the stan-
da:r.d space; - the follovling theorem is the basic tool for construc-
ting these correspondences. If K is a family of sets, let o(K) 
denote the o-algebra generated by K • 
Theorem 1. Let K be a family of subsets of a set Y , let 
X be an internal set, and for each K E K, let K' be an internal 
subset of X • Let K' = {K' :KEK} Assume that for all finite 
subsets K1 , ... ,Kn of K and all functions e:: { 1, ... ,n} + { -1,1} 
n e:(i)K:l. = 0 ne:(i)K. 
l = "' 'f.'• 
Then the mapping 0: K' + K defined by 0(K') = K has a 
(unique) extension to a o-homomorphism 0:o(K 1 ) + o(K) 
Proof: By Theorem 3 4. 1 in Sikorski ( 15] , it is enough to prove 
that for all countable subsets {Kn} nE:JN of K and all 
e::JN .,. {-1,1}, that n di)K: = 0 
iEJN 1 
implies 
since all e:(i)K. a:r.e internal it follows by ]. 
n e:< i) K. = 0 • But 
iEJN l 
polysaturation that 
n di)K! = 0 
iEJN .l 
implies n di)K! = 0 for some 
'< ]. m c: JN . 
By assump-
l-m 
tion n di)K. 
l i,;m 
= 0, and the theorem follows. 
If K' and 0 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, they are 
called an j.nternal re_pre~~ntatio~ ?f K • 
The result above is a trivial extension of Theorem 3 of ( 7), 
whel'e we assumed that K' = ;,K ; we shall see in the next section 
that it is useful to allow other choices of K' . 
If A E a ( K) , let A 0 = {A' C a ( K' ) : 0 (A' ) = A} Let 11 be an 
internal, :finitely additive measure on X , such that all A' E. o (K') 
are L( 11) -measurable; \·le want to push L( ll) down to o (K) • Tvlo 
definitions are natural 
.!1. (A) 
p(A) ' 0 = sup{L(!J) (A ) :A' EA } . 
It is not hard to find examples which show that 11 need not be a 
measure; -· on the other hand vie have 
Propos)-t ion 2 : !!. is a measure on o ( {() • 
Proof: Let {1\} be a disjoint sequence of sets in o(K) , 
and let A = UA
11 
Choose A' E A0 such that L(!J)(A') :> p_(A) + e, 
Let and define Then the An's are 
disjoint and Hence 
!J(A) ;;;" L(1J)(A 1 )- e 2: ~L(1J)(A 1 )- e <; ~~~(A ) ··· e 
- . n - n 
Since He can do this for arbitrary positive e , !!_(A) <; L!!.<An) 
To prove the opposite inequality, choose such that 
Then UA 1 E. A 0 , and hence 
n 
It foll01vs that J!_(A) ;:; LJ!(An) , and the proposition is proved. 
Starting with an internal measure 11 on X , He have nov/ 
constructed a standard measure !!. on Y . However, the following 
example indicates that l'_ may not have all the properties He want 
it to have. 
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_!Oxample 3: Let X = 1<Y = * [ -1, 1] , let K be the compact 
subsets of Y , and let K' = 1<1< 
infinitesimal £ > 0 • Since 
*[-1,0) u u -k [ l, 1] E y0 , and 
nEJN n 
Let \l be the unit mass at the 
Y = [-1,0] U U [~,1) , we have 
n€JN 
hence 1!. = 0 • But for most appli-
cations the natural standard counterpart of \l would be the 
a-measure at 0 In the next section we shall show how such 
collapses of 1!. may be avoided. 
3. Pushing down Loeb-measures 
We have seen that the measure -~ has a tendency to collapse; 
- in this section we shall first give conditions on the representa-
tion K' for this not to happen, and ·then show ho<N representations 
satisfying these conditions can be constructed. The idea is to e~sure 
that the measure is "large" on the elements in the generator set K 
and that it is determined by its values on these sets. 
From now on K will be a (0,Uf ,nc)-paving on Y, i.e. a fan)ily 
of subsets of Y containing 0 and closed under finite unions and 
countable intersections. A measure v on o(K) is called K-regular_ 
if for all A E o(K) and all a< v(A) there is a K E K, KcA, 
such that a < v (K) . Let K' be an internal representation of K 
and \l an internal, f.(initely) a.(dditive) measure on X such that 
' 
all elements in o(K') are L(JJ)-measurable, - we wish to push L(Jl) 
down to a K-regular measure on Y . Assume that A = 
sup{L(Jl)(K'):KEK} is finite. Since our measure shall be K-regular, 
it must have total mass A ; - ·to get rid of the extra mass of L( 11) 
we proceed as follows. By polysaturation there exists an internal 
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ll-measurable set M , containing all elements of K' , Hi th 0 !1 (M) :> A. 
Define llM by ll 11 (A) = !l(AOM) for all 11-measurable sets A; -
obviously KEK. If 1'-!1 is the 
measure on 
L(JlM)(K') = L(ll)(K 1 ) for all 
o(K) constructed from !lM as in the last section, He 
noV/ seek conditions Hhich make a K-regular measure. 
A set A E a ( K 1 ) is called K' -approximated if for all e > 0 
there exist K' K' E K1 1' 2 such that and K1 c: 0(A), 
K2 c 0((A) 
I"(Jl)((O') = 
The representation Kl is called ll~consistent if 
0 and for all K1 ,K2 E K, 
I I ( I and L(\l)(K1 UK2 ) = L(\l) (K1 uK2) ) . It is called 
in addition for all sequence {K } of sets from K , 
n 
L(!l)(( n K )') 
nElN n 
Lemma 4: 
-lim L(\l)( n K') 
m n....rro m;;tn 
Assume tha·t is finite and that K' is 
W"<J·-consistent. Then the family of K 1 ··approximated sets form a 
a-algebra. 
Proof: Ily definition of A , the empty set is in the family A 
of Kl . -approx~mated sets, and a set is obviously in A if and only 
if its complement is. Let {An} be a sequence from A, and for 
each n let K n ,en E K be such that L(!l)(K~UC~) > J.-e2-(n+2) , 
Kn c 0(An)' Cn c: 0((An) As an outer approximation for UA , we n 
choose ( n C)', and as an inner approximation for 
nEJN n 
we 
take ( U K ) 1 for some mE JN such that 
n:am n 
L(p)( U K')-f. 
nE]~ n 
Obviously n C c 0(( U A), UK c 
nElN n nElN n n::>m n 
0( U A), and by 
nElN n 
11-a-consistency L(!J)(( n Cn) 1 ll( UK j)>>.-e. 
nEJN n::>m n 
This proves the 
lemma. 
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Lemma 5: Assume llM finite, K 1 ll-consistent, let A E a ( K), 
and let A~, A~ be two K'-approximated sets in- A0 
L( 11M) (Al) = L( liM) (A;) , 
Then 
Proof: Assume 
inner approximation K' of A' 2 and an outer approximation C' of 
But on the other hand KnC = 0 , 
and so by ~~-consistency L()l)(K'nC') = L(II)((KnC)') = L(ll)(0 1 ) = o, 
and we have a contradiction. 
Proposition 6: Assume that 11 11 is finite, that K' is 
~~-a-consistent, and that all elements in K' are K'-approximated. 
Then is a K-regular measure on a ( K) , and 
for all K E K • 
Proof: By Lemma 4 all elements in a(K') must be K'-approxi-
mented, and by Lemma 5 11 (A) = L(ll ) (A') for all A' E A0 Since 
·-·M 11 
all elements in a ( K 1 ) are K' -approximated, J:I.M must be K-·regul~r. 
The 1'esul t above gives us a method for pushing down the meas4re 
on a ( K I ) to a K·-regular measure on a(K) in such a 
The problem is that there is no reason 
·to believe that the sets in K 1 should automatically be K 1 -approxi-
mated; ··· indeed, much of the trouble in Example 3 stems from the fa.ct 
that this is not so. Let us now show how starting Hith one represen-
tation K' of K - which may be naturally given, e.g. by K' = ~'K -
we may under rather weak conditions produce a new representation K" 
of K satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 6. What we need is 
the following slight strengthening of ~~-a-consistency: An internal 
f~a. raeaslil'e 11 is called a-smooth at 0 with respect. to K' if K' 
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is ~-consistent, and for all decreasing sequences {Kn} of 
elements from K with OK = 0 and all 
n 
e: > 0 , there exists a 
Theorem 7: Let K be an infinite (0,Uf,Oc)-·paving on Y, 
and let K' be an internal representation of K on X. Let ~ 
be an internal, f .a. measure on X such that L( ~~1 ) is finite 
and all elements in K 1 are Loeb-measurable. Assume that ~ is 
a-smooth at 0 with respect to K' Then there exists an interna+ 
representation K" on X which is ~-a-consistent and such that 
all elements of K" are K"-appl'Oximated. Moreover, L(~M)(K") = 
inf{L(~M)(CC') :C EK, KOC = 0} ~ L(~)(K') . 
Proof: We first use a trick to secure that K" will really 
be an internal representation, i.e. that the assumption of Theorem. 1 
is satisfied. Since a(K) is infinite, we may find an infinite, 
internal set Y0 of Loeb-measure zero. Let S be the set of all 
finite sequences K.,C.EK ~ J such that 
K1 0 ••• flKn 0 CC1 fl .•. nCCm * 0 , and choose distinct elements 
said t6 occur positively in 
some i , and to occur negatively if K = c. 
J 
A K E K is 
K = K. ~ 
for some j . Using 
for 
polysaturation 1-1e find internal, disjoint subsets PK and NK of 
Y0 such that all elements of Y0 associated with positive occur-
rences of K are in PK , and all elements associated with negative 
occurrences of K are in NK . 
Given K E: K , we shall now construct K" • For all C E K , 
let C be a ~-measurable set such that L(~M)(CAC 1 ) = 0 Let 
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For all c 1 , ••• ,en E K with 
and all e > 0 , there exists an internal 11-measurable set 
c.nK = ~l 
l 
( - in fact we may choose A= c1n ... nc ~) n 
and by saturation we get the existence of an internal 
A c n{C:CE.K,CflK = 0} with p(A) "" >-K, 
put K11 = {1< 11 :K~K} . 
Having no1~ defined K" , we must show that it satisfies the 
theorem. That K11 is an internal representation is immediate from 
the construction of PK and NK , - and that all elements of K11 
are K"-approximated follows just as easily from the definition of 
K" , That K" is p-consistent follows from the definition of pH 
and the p-·consistency of K' Let finally { Kn} be a sequence of 
elements from K ; let 
choose C E K, KnC = 0 
n (C nc) = 0, and by 
nEm 11 
C11 = n K m:;n m 
such that 
and K = n K Given 
nE]-1 n 
L(pl1) <CC') < >-K+e . Then 
a-smoothness at 0 , there exists a 
e > 0 , 
C E K 
e 
1vith L(v11 )(C~) > >--e and Ce n (CnnC) = 0 for large enough n Em 
Then en n (CflCe) = 0, and since L(v 11 ><C<cnce) 1 ):; >-K+2e, we get 
L(pM)(( n K ) 1 ) <:lim L(v 11 )(C
1
), and the theorem follows. 
nEm 11 n+oo n 
Notice the following sligh·t strengthening of Theorem 7 that 
will be useful in Section 5: Assume that C c K also is a 
(0,Uf,flc)-paving, and assume that the condition of a-smoothness 
only is satisfied when the sequence {Kn} consists of elements 
from C , but that in addition for all £ > 0 there is a C E C with 
inf{L()JM)(K'):KEK,KnC=0} <e. He see from the proof of Theorem? 
KEK 
that C" is )1-a-consistent and that all elements of C" are C"-
approximated. 
Combining Proposition 6 and Theorem 7 we get: 
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Corollary 8: Let K' be an internal representation of K , 
and let 11 be an internal, f .a, measure such that all elements in 
K' are !"( 11) -measurable and have finite measure. Assume further 
that ll is cr- smooth at 0 with respect to K' • 
exists a K··regular measure v on cr ( K) such that 
Then there 
v(K) = sup inf{L(IJ) <CC'nD'): C EK,CnK = 0} <: L(IJ) (K) 
DEK 
Proof: If ;\ = sup{L(p)(K'):KEK} is finite, the theorem 
follows from Proposition -6 and Theorem 7. If 1-. = "' , define 
v (A) = sup{}l_D(A) :A E K}. The corollary then follows from the 
finite case .. 
Returning to Example 3 for a moment, we see that using 
Corollary 8 \•le get the 11 r'ight 11 measure on [-1,1] . 
However, there is more to the method presented above than 
is summarized in the corollary; using the cr··homomorphisms 0 11 
constructed from K" by Theorem 1, we may push random variables 
and processes living on cr(K") do11n to cr(K), and also lift vari·· 
ables and processes from cr(K) to cr(K") . In fact, it is easy 
to show that given a o(K)-measurable random variable f, we may 
find a o ( K" )-measurable function 0" f such that 0" 0 11 {f >a}.= 
= {f>a} for all a EJR; also, starting with a cr(K")-measurable 
function f, we construct a cr(K)-measurable f 011 , with {f 0 ,>a} = 
= 0"{f>a} Hence we can use nonstandard techniques to construct 
limit variables and processes, and then use 0 11 to push the results 
down to our standard space. For an exploitation of these ideas, see 
(7] and its addendum [8). 
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4. An application to measure extensions 
To illustrate the use of the theory developed above, we now 
give two applications to standard measure theory. The first one 
deals with extensions of regular measures. 
Theorem 9: Let K be a (0,Uf,nc)-paving on a set Y, and 
let A be an algebra of subsets of a ( K) • Let ~ be a K-regular, 
f .a. measure on A, and assume that all elements of K n A have 
finite measure. Assume further that for all decreasing sequences 
{Kn} of elements from K with nKn = 0 and all e: > 0 , thel'e is 
a c € An K disjoint from some Kn with ~ <C c > < e: • Then ~ may 
be extended to a K-regular measure on a ( K) • 
Proof: If we can prove the theorem when 11 is finite, the 
general result follows from this by putting 
where 
v = sup { "K: K E K nA } 
11 by ~K • is the measure obtained by replacing 
Assume ~ finite. For all K1 , ••. ,Kn E K there exists a 
hyperfini te algebra on •~Y containing i<K1 , ... , *Kn; by polysatur-
ation it then exists a hyperfinite algebra 8 containing all 
*K ,K E K. Now i<ll defines a i<-measure on ·~A n B , and since B 
is hyperfinite, this *-measure is trivially extended to a ·~-measure 
11 on B. Choosing K' = ·~K, we see that the conditions of Corol-
lary 8 are satisfied, and we obtain a K-regular measure v on 
a<K> Since ~ is K-regular, it follows from the formula for v 
in Corollary 8 that v is an extension of ~ 
The result above is an extension of the main theorem of Henry 
[ 5} (who proved it when K are the compact sets of some topology), 
and of Theorem 1 of Topsoe [ 17] (who proved it for the case when 
A is the algebra generated by K ). The hyperfinite partition 
trick employed in the proof goes back to Loeb (10]. 
5. An application to weak convergence 
If K is a (0,Uf ,Oc)-paving on Y, let GK = {CK:K E K}, 
and define {(c = {Cc:Y:CflKEK for all KEK}; obviously Kc is a 
(0,Uf ,Oc)··paving. \ve say that K is separated if for all disjoint 
K1 ,K2 E I< , there ar•e disjoint G1 ,G 2 E GKc 
A subclass K of K is said to dominate K 
c 
is a K E Kc with Kf1K = 0 
with G1 => K1 , G2 => K2 · 
if for all K E K there 
A net {~a}aEA of finite, K-regular measures on cr(K) is 
said to be K-y~eakl;t 9onver15ent if there is a finite, K-regular 
measure ~ on cr(K) such that lim ~a(Y) = ~(Y) and lim ~a(K) 
a a 
;;; ~ (K) for all KEK ( - and hence for all K E Kc ) • The net is 
< 
" 
said to be K··t'le~kly co~ct_ if all subnets have convergent subnets. 
We shall prove the following characterization: 
Theorem 10: Let K be a separated (0,Uf,f1c)-paving on Y. 
A net {~a}aEA is K-v~eakly compact if and only if the following 
conditions hold. 
(i) l~m ~a(Y) < "' 
( ii) For all subclasses Kc of Kc dominating K and all e: > 0, 
~ ~ ~ 
there exists a finite subset K1 , ..• ,Kn of Kc such that 
l~ni mfn ~a(Ki) :> e:. 
(iii) For all decreasing sequences {Kn} of sets from K with 
f1Kn = 0 and all e: > 0 , there exist an n E JN and a finite subset 
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such that K c: no. and n ~ 
lim mtn ;1 ( G . ) ::: e 
a ~ a ~ 
Proof: Assume that (i) .. (iii) hold, and that {vtl}tlEB is a 
subnet of { !l } "A . 
a a-.: 
Let w be an infinite element in •'<B , i.e. 
an element lal'ger• than all elements of B , and let v be the 
w 
corresponding internal measure in *({vB}tlEB) Let 
by (i) A is finite. Applying (iii) with all K = 0 we see that 
n ' 
for all 8 > 0 there is a K E Kc with By (ii), we 
also see that for all positive 8 , there exist a K E K such that 
inf {L(v )(*K):KEK ,KnK=0} <e Combining this with (iii), we 
KEKc ~~ c 
see that we may apply the remark following the proof of Theorem 7 
to obtain a representation of K satisfying Proposition 6. Hence 
we get a K-regular measure \) on a(K) 11ith v(Y) = L(v )(•~Y) 
w 
and v (K) <:: L(;; ) ( K) for all K E K , and, using the transfer prin-
w 
ciple, it is not hard to construct a subnet of {v 6 } converging 
to v. This proves the sufficiency of (i)- (iii). 
For completeness we also include a proof of the necessity, 
although it contains no nonstandard ideas. Assume that {)la} is 
compact; then (i) is obviously satisfied. If (iii) is not satisfied, 
let {Kn} and 8 > 0 be a sequence and a number that violate it. 
We construct a subnet {vtl}SEB of {!la}aEA as follows: Let B be 
thesetofalltriples <a,n,{G1 , ... ,Gp}> with aEA, nElli, 
K c nG. , and min 11 (G. ) > e . Order B to a directed set by 
n ~ i a ~ 
letting 
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then { ll } • 
a 
to 
Assume now that 
v " Since nK 
n 
{vfly}YEr is a subnet of {v 13 } converging 
= 0 , there exists an n E lN such that 
since is K·~regular, there is a G=>K , 
n 
such that v (G) < i ; - and since K is separated, there exist 
K'EKc, G'EGK, suchthat K cG'cK 1 cG c n • By construction of 
{v 13 }, v 13 (K') ;-;v 11 (G') > e for all large enough y • Since y y y 
v(K') ;-;lim v 13 (K') ;-; e , it follolvs that v(G) ~ e, and we have a y y 
contradiction. Hence (iii) is necessary for {\la} to be compact. 
Assume finally that (ii) is not satisfied. Letting Rc and 
e > 0 be a class and a number that violate it, we may construct a 
subnet {vil}i3EB of {\.Ia} such that for all KEK there is a 
R E K ' KnK = 0 ' such that v (K) > e !l for large enough i3 . Let 
{vlly}yEr be a subnet of {vi3} converging to v • Then 
sup v(Y,K) ;-;sup v(K) ;-;sup lim Va (K) ~ e, 
KEK KEK KEK Y ~y 
which is impossible since v should be K-regular. This proves 
the theorem. 
The result above may be considered as a generalization of the 
famous theorem by Prohorov l1lf), characterizing the weakly compact 
sets of measures on complete, separable metric spaces, It is an 
extension of Theorem 4 of Topsoe [ 17]. Nonstandard treatments of 
Prohorov-type theorems on topological spaces have been given by 
Anderson and Rashid (3], Loeb [12), and Lindstr¢m [9). 
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6. Compa-cison with the standard part construction 
For the case where X = *Y and Y is a topological space, 
we now compare the method of Section 3 with the usual method for 
pushing down Loeb-measures using the standard part map. 
ProP.osition 11: Let (Y, T) be a Hausdorff space, and let K 
be the paving of compact sets. Let ll be a finite, f.a. internal 
measure on Y such that ;,G is ll-rneasurable for all G E ,. 
-1 
st (K) is L()JM)-rneasurable for all K E K, and vst(A) = 
··1 
= L(IJM)(st (A)) is a K-regular measure on o(K) Moreover, 
Ther~ 
putting K' = *K for all K E K , the conditions of Corollary 8 are 
satisfied, and vst equals the v of that result. 
Proof: For K E: K we have 
and K c: G} , we see by 
that for all e > 0 , there is a )J-rneasurable 
polysaturatiqn 
-1 
, Gec:st (K),, 
with IJM(Ge) > >-K-e Hence st- 1 (K) is L(pM)-measurable with 
-1 L()JM) (st (K)) = >-K. By definition of there are elements in 
K with i<-versions of arbitrary large 0 \1M-measure, and hence 
But this is exactly the formula 
for v in Corollary 8, so if we can only show that vst is regular, 
and that the conditions of Corollary 8 are satisfied, the proposition 
will follow. 
Be: A 
and 
If AE o(K), there is an internal, nearstandard, \!-measurable 
-1 
with L(p 11 )(B) > L(IJH)(st (A))-e. Then st(B) c:A is compact, 
st-1 (A) :::> st-1 et(B) :::>B. Hence vst(st(B));;; v
8
t(A)··e, and 
is regular. 
.. 15 -
Since the conditions of Corollary 8 is trivially satisfied 
by the finite intersection property of the compact sets, the proj)O"· 
sit ion follmvs. 
Although this result sho1vs that our method is more general 
than the standard part method, i·t is convenient to use that method 
whenever possible, since the standard part map is much easier to 
work with than the abstract 0 discussed at the end of Section 3. 
The standard part arguments irt the proof go back to Anderson [2). 
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